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Twice TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice Award winner; Bali Tourism Awards, leading resort in Ubud 
winner; Condé Nast Johansens finalist. Bisma Eight isn’t short on accolades, and they just keep 
coming. 


Needless to say it takes a special character, and steady hand to steer the helm of such a heavily 
awarded boutique hotel.  Not least when it lies in Indonesia’s most visited tourist destination, 
Bali, and moreover, the natural and cultural heart of Ubud. So it is with great pleasure that 
Bisma Eight welcome Erick Hardiansyah to the Bisma Eight family, in his new role as General 
Manager.


When every installation is a deliberate thought process; from the colour of the concrete walls 
that sit in perfect juxtaposition with the lush green jungle flora, to the body of water that makes 
a hotel lobby the most tranquil space imaginable, you can only applaud the level of attention to 
detail that would go into selecting the right person for the job. 


Bisma Eight isn't just another hotel. It’s an experiential, sensory acquaintance. It’s alive! It does 
all of this with an inner work ethic, that on the surface feels ironically effortless; and as Bisma 
Eight edges towards its second anniversary, it now has someone to help shepherd and nurture 
the future for the boutique hotel experience.


Hardiansyah comes with a plethora of hospitality experience that began in early childhood.  His 
formative years spent in Jakarta, where he learned from both his mother and father as they 
crafted their trade, working together in the same hotel. Hardiansyah was still in junior school 
when his father passed away, though it was at this point in his life that he knew his own future 
would be in hotels.


As a teenager he took a part time job in Jakarta with a four star hotel, to support his studies at 
hotel school. His tenacious yet humble attitude, combined with a charismatic smile would 
eventually win the hearts of five star hotels and their guests the world over. Climbing the ranks 
from bartender to food and beverage director, servicing luxury destinations in Sumatra Island, 
Malaysia and Bintan Island, as well as Coco’s Bodu Hiti in the Maldives, and Karma Resorts, 
Bali, before finally taking position as General Manager in Vietnam.


If you don’t know your Pinot Noir from your Cabernet Sauvignon then Erick is your point of call 
as the sommelier shares his love and knowledge of wine.  “Malbec is my favourite red wine” 
claims Hardiansyah “It’s uses very unique grapes, and pairs naturally well with the character of 
Indonesian food, especially the spicy dishes” he elaborates.


Wine proficiency aside, Hardiansyah has a very distinct philosophy when it comes to his style of 
hospitality: ‘See what you serve and serve what you see’ - a basic belief system that he instills 
in his new Bisma Eight family. A fundamental starting block for sound service standards that he 
says, ensures the level of service always meets with a guests expectations.


If you ever get to meet Erick Hardiansyah, ‘and when you visit Bisma Eight then you most 
probably will,' you will sense his innate ability to put one at ease. There is an infectious presence 
of calm throughout the resort, and Hardiansyah is the very embodiment that makes you feel like 
everything is under control.  A facile understanding of how each individual guest would like to 
be treated, oozes from his wealth of experience and competence in his role.


It’s not often, that something so well considered as the design and architecture of a hotel can 
be matched by the omnipresence of the man, (or woman for that matter) in charge. Though as 
they have from concept to completion, Bisma Eight continue to prove the majority wrong. The 
tranquil vibe and the effectual, holistic nature of the hotel all need a strong and deliberate 
custodian to ensure Bisma Eight continues to shine, and in Erick Hardiansyah, they now have a 
General Manager that works in complete harmony with every element of the hotel. 


Beyond his food and beverage excellence, Hardiansyah creates moments. Moments for guests, 
moments for his team, moments for everyone! His charismatic charm blends seamlessly with 



the hotel’s inner sanctum, and as he begins to create many new moments for guests and the 
Bisma Eight family alike, it is there for all to see that the future of this boutique hotel is now in 
safe hands. 


Editor’s Notes: 

Bisma Eight is a boutique hotel experience set within the natural and cultural heart of Ubud. 
Rooted in the artisan heritage of central Bali, Bisma Eight is something entirely different from 
what people have to come to think of as staying in Ubud.

Visit: bisma-eight.com 


Copper Kitchen & Bar is a seasonal earth-to-table dining experience, staying true to the local 
produce sourced from the farms of The Gardens at Bisma Eight, Tegallalang Reserve and Amed 
Fisheries. Stay authentic, ethical, and inspired.

Visit:  copperubud.com
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